
 
 

Customer Success Story 
Doric Shipbrokers is using TELiX Shipbrokers Suite 
to automatically track vessels, positions, orders 

 and manage a large amount of messages in Chartering and SnP 

 

 
 

Doric Shipbrokers S.A was established in Greece in 1994 as a comprehensive dry cargo brokering company. 
The company represents numerous Ship Owners trading their vessels worldwide, as well as cargo interests, 
predominantly in the Dry Cargo sector. 
 
Doric, believing that the best vision is insight, focuses on accumulating knowledge, sharpening skills to better 
serve its clients and maintaining integrity and ethics in the shipping industry. 
 
Doric Shipbrokers has selected TELiX Shipbrokers Suite by LgMAR to achieve its goals, to improve the 
effectiveness and promote the best possible level of service and performance. 
 
“We receive a great volume of information daily in both Chartering and SnP. TELiX Shipbroking Suite 
handles this information efficiently and facilitate us to search fast and accurately.  TELiX is a valuable tool in 
our daily transactions and we have found the company to be innovative in addressing our needs. They are 
ahead of the curve when it comes to broadening the tools and services offered” says Mr. Vasilis Mouyis co-
founder of Doric. 
 
Windows Telix suite of products is the leading maritime Message Management System that introduced 
electronic messaging in shipping. Windows Telix suite includes functionality for: Fleet Tracking and 
Performance Monitoring, Vessels' Position List, Orders List, Cargo/Port/Company Information, Voyage 
Estimation, Investment Appraisal, Laytime Calculation, Vessels Sale and Purchase, Message AutoRead, 
Remote Access, Archiving, etc. 
 
LgMAR is a software company founded by a team of dedicated experts in computer science and maritime 
business, to develop highly specialized software in the area of telecommunications. LgMAR is recognized as 
a leading company in communications software with several hundreds of installations and thousands of 
satisfied users. Clients are based mainly in Greece, but also in a number of other world regions (Europe, 
North and South America, Far East, Middle East) mostly in the Shipping related section (Ship Owners, Ship 
Managers, Ship Brokers, Ship Agents, Operators, Banks, Insurance Brokers, Manning Agents, Transport 
Companies, etc.) 
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